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ABSTRACT

On September 12, 2000, the Habitat Evaluation Procedure (HEP) was used to determine baseline
habitat suitability on the Trout Creek (formerly Hunter Ranch) property, an Idaho Department of
Fish and Game (IDFG) acquisition (Figure 1). Evaluation species included bald eagle, black-
capped chickadee, mallard, yellow warbler, meadowlark, and white-tailed deer. The HEP team
consisted of an interagency group of biologists. Although not all models accommodated the use
of purely objectively derived data, actual measurement data were used where possible. The Trout
Creek property provides 327.6 habitat units (HUs) for the species evaluated. Forested wetlands
provided 213.0 HUs for the bald eagle, black-capped chickadee, and mallard. Shrub-scrub
wetlands provide 40.8 HUs for yellow warbler, mallard, and white-tailed deer. Herbaceous
uplands provide 23.3 HUs for western meadowlark. Forested uplands provide 50.5 HUs for
white-tailed deer. Only HUs associated with wetland habitat credited to the Bonneville Power
Administration. Consequently, for crediting purposes the total HU credit for the Trout Creek
parcel is 253.8 HUs.

INTRODUCTION

The Habitat Evaluation Procedure (HEP) was developed in 1980 by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS 1980a, USFWS 1980b, USFWS 1981). HEP uses a species-habitat based
approach to impact assessment, and is a convenient tool to document the predicted effects of
proposed management actions. The Northwest Power Planning Council (NPPC) endorsed the use
of HEP in its Columbia River Basin Fish and Wildlife Program to evaluate wildlife benefits and
impacts associated with the development and operation of the federal Columbia River basin
hydroelectric system. The Albeni Falls Interagency Work Group (AFIWG) used HEP in 1987 to
evaluate wildlife habitat losses attributed to the Albeni Falls hydroelectric facility (Martin et al.
1988).

In coordination with the AFIWG the IDFG began implementing mitigation activities in the Lake
Pend Oreille basin in 1996. Implementation activities include protecting and enhancing wildlife
habitat. IDFG purchased the 216-acre Trout Creek parcel in 1999. The objective of using HEP is
two-fold; first, it provides an objective and quantitative assessment of the wildlife habitat value,
secondly, the baseline HEP evaluation describes existing ecological conditions on the property
and will be used to guide future management activities. The HUs measured will be used to offset
the Albeni Falls Dam HU ledger. That ledger accounts for the loss of wildlife habitat that
resulted from the Albeni Falls hydroelectric project and the extent to which those losses have
been mitigated. Future HEP analyses will be used to quantitatively evaluate the effectiveness of
management strategies in improving habitat conditions.

METHODS

The HEP is based on the assumption that habitat for a selected species can be described by a
Habitat Suitability Index (HSI). This value is derived by evaluating the
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Figure 1. Trout Creek (Formerly Hunter Ranch) property vicinity map.

ability of key habitat components to supply the life requisites of selected wildlife species. Habitat
quality, expressed as the index or HSI, measures how suitable the habitat is for a particular
species when compared to optimum habitat. The HSI varies from 0.0 to1.0 (optimal). The value
of an area to a given species of wildlife is the product of the size of that area and the quality
(HSI) of the area for the species. This product is comparable to "habitat value" and is expressed
as a habitat unit (HU). One HU is equal to a unit of area (one acre in this report) that has optimal
value (HSI=1.0) to the evaluation (target) species. Target species are used in HEP to quantify
habitat suitability and determine changes in the number of HUs available. Consequently, a HEP
assessment is only directly applicable to the target species selected. The degree to which
predicted effects can be extrapolated to a larger segment of the wildlife community depends on
careful species selection (USFWS 1980b). Target species selection in this analysis followed that
used in the Abeni Falls loss assessment (Martin et al. 1988). That loss assessment did not
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evaluate upland cover types. Target species selection for upland cover types are based on the
availability of appropriate HSI models and the consensus biological opinion of the Albeni Falls
Interagency Work Group (Table 1).

The HEP team collected habitat data along a 1000-foot transect within each cover type.
Sampling transects were lengthened or occasionally shortened to achieve a 90% confidence level
for our parameter point estimates. Adequacy of habitat sampling was determined using the
formula (Lapin 1980):

                                        z2 x s2

                                            e2             
Where:

z= the critical normal value (p=0.1) from any standard statistical reference

s= standard deviation

e= tolerable error level

Shrub presence, species, and height data were collected at 2-foot intervals along the sampling
transect. Percent herbaceous cover and percent herbaceous cover composed of grass were
measured using a 0.5 by 1.0 meter sampling frame (Daubenmire 1959) at 50 foot intervals along
the transect. Height of the herbaceous layer was measured at 5 points within the sampling frame.
A Robel pole (Robel et al. 1970) was used to determine the height-density of the herbaceous
layer. Visual obstruction rating (VOR) was determined by four Robel pole measurements, two
parallel and two perpendicular to the transect, were taken at 50 foot intervals along the transect.
Deer hiding cover was estimated by taking two visual obstruction readings (both parallel to the
transect) on a 1.5m Robel-type pole from a standing position fifty feet from the pole at 50-foot
intervals along the sampling transect. Tree height was estimated using trigonometric hypsometry
(Hays and Seitz 1981) by subjectively selecting two "typical" overstory trees at 100-foot
intervals along the sample transect. Canopy closure was measured at 10-foot intervals using a
GRS brand densitometer. Trees recorded as "hits" with the densitometer had their species and
diameter breast height recorded. Snag densities were calculated using 0.1 acre plots at 100-foot
intervals along the sampling transect. Distances to water, size of water bodies, ratios of open
water to emergent vegetation, and road densities, were derived from a combination of field
estimation and evaluation of aerial photographs and topographic maps.

Habitat cover types were outlined on aerial photographs (Figure 2) and a dot grid was used to
estimate the total acreage of each cover type. The HUs for each target species in each cover type
were calculated using the formula:

                                         HU= (cover type area)(HSI value).

Published and modified HSI models used in this analysis are listed the appendix. Where
published models were modified to better reflect local conditions, modifications met U.S. Fish
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and Wildlife Service standards (USFWS 1981). Habitat units were tabulated across target species
and cover types to get total HU's for each species and each cover type for the project.

Table 1. Target species for HEP analysis by cover type.

Forested
Wetland

Herbaceous
Wetland

Shrub-
Scrub
Wetland

Forested
Upland

Herbaceous
Upland

Shrub
Upland

Open
Water

Bald Eagle
XX

Mallard
XX XX XX

Black-
Capped
Chickadee

XX

Canada
Goose XX

Yellow
Warbler XX

White-
tailed
Deer

XX XX XX

Western
Meadowlar
k

XX

Muskrat
XX XX
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FU(d): Forested Upland - Dry

FU(w):Forested Upland - Wet

FW: Forested Wetland

SSW: Shrub-Scrub Wetland

HU: Herbaceous Upland

Figure 2. Trout Creek (Hunter Ranch) property cover-type map.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

HEP analysis demonstrated that 327.6 baseline HUs (1.52 HUs/acre) were protected through the
purchase of the Trout Creek property (Table 2). The parcel comprises 109.7 acres of forested
upland (50.8%), 58.3 acres of forested wetland (27.0%), 20.2 acres of shrub-scrub wetland
(9.3%), 23.3 acres of herbaceous upland (10.8%), and 4.5 acres of open water (2.1%). The open
water on the property consists of several small seasonal oxbow ponds within the forested or
shrub-scrub wetland types. For analysis they were included in the appropriate wetland type they
are associated with. Functionally, the open water on the Trout Creek Ranch contributes to its
associated wetland type and not as a distinct cover type as might be the case with a large open
body of water.

Table 2. Estimated Trout Creek parcel baseline HEP habitat units by target species and cover
type.

Forested
Wetland
58.3 Acres

Shrub-Scrub
Wetland
20.2 Acres

Forested
Upland
109.7 Acres

Herbaceous
Upland
23.3 Acres

Total HU's
By Species

Bald Eagle
(breeding) 44.7 44.7

Bald Eagle
(wintering) 52.9 52.9

Mallard
52.6 20.2 72.8

Black-
Capped
Chickadee

62.8 62.8

Yellow
Warbler 16.1 16.1

Western
Meadowlark 23.3* 23.3

White-tailed
Deer 4.5 50.5* 55.0

Total HU's
by
Cover type

213.0 40.8 50.5* 23.3* 327.6**

* HU's from upland habitats are not credited to BPA
** For crediting purposes the total HU's provided are 253.8
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Forested Wetland

The forested wetland provides good (HSI=0.712) breeding season bald eagle habitat. During the
breeding season an abundant prey base (V1=1.0) is located in the Pack River and nearby
(V3=0.9) Lake Pend Oreille. The forested wetland is large enough and contains an adequate
number of old-growth cottonwood trees to provide good nest and perch sites (V2=1.0). Current
human activity level (V4=0.4) is fair due to housing and recreational developments adjacent to
the property (across the Pack River). With the transfer of the property to public ownership there
is a potential for increased human activity that could decrease the value of the forested wetlands
for eagles. Human activity should be monitored and, if necessary, management action taken to
control human disturbance during critical time periods.

Lake Pend Oreille water levels drop over winter and the Pack River delta goes dry. This
increases the distance (V3=0.9) to good hunting water and reduces prey abundance (V1=0.6)
and, consequently, the value of the forested wetland for wintering bald eagles. However, the site
is in close proximity to a state highway, county road, and active railroad line, which provide a
source of carrion. These factors moderate the loss of winter foraging opportunities. Good perch
sites (V2=1.0) are available and overall the forested wetland provides good (HSI=0.843)
wintering bald eagle habitat.

The forested wetland provides optimal black-capped chickadee habitat (HSI=1.0). Tree canopy
closure (V1), mean tree height (V2), and snag density (V3) suitability indices were all equal to
1.0. There are no immediate threats to the quality of chickadee habitat in this cover type and its
value should continue into the future without management intervention.

The forested wetland type provides good mallard habitat (HSI=0.837). Percent herbaceous
canopy cover (V1=0.8), mean height of herbaceous cover (V2=1.0), and tree canopy closure
(V4=1.0) are adequate to support mallards. Open water on or in close proximity to the forested
wetland cover type in the form of oxbow ponds and Pack River backwater areas help to meet
mallard open water needs. Suitability indices for distance to open water (V3=1.0), size of water
body (V5=1.0), and ratio of emergent vegetation to open water (V6=0.7) were good.

Shrub-Scrub Wetland

The shrub-scrub wetland provides good yellow warbler habitat (HSI=0.799). Mean height of
deciduous shrub canopy (V2=0.85) was only slightly less than optimal. The percent of the total
shrub canopy composed of hydrophilic shrubs was 100% (V3=1.0). Percent deciduous shrub
crown cover was 100% (V1=0.6) and the HSI could be improved by creating some openings in
the shrub canopy.

The shrub-scrub wetland provides optimal mallard habitat (HSI=1.0). Management should be
directed toward maintaining and protecting the current habitat structure.

The shrub-scrub wetland is providing poor habitat for white-tailed deer (HSI=0.223). Horizontal
concealment (V1) and percent canopy cover of trees and shrubs >5 feet (V3) were both optimal
(HSI=1.0). Conifer cover (V2) was absent (HSI=0.0). Width of cover (V4) was fair (HSI=0.6).
The property is adjacent to a road and overall road density (V5) is moderate resulting in a fair
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(HSI=0.6) value for this model parameter.  Percent preferred shrub canopy cover < 5 feet (V6),
preferred shrub composition (V7), and shrub browse diversity had HSI values of 0.1, 0.6, and 0.4
respectively. There are some opportunities to enhance this type for white-tailed deer. Preferred
shrub species could be planted to increase preferred species composition and browse diversity
values.  Seasonally saturated soils will probably limit conifer establishment on this site, although
cedar might become established at select micro sites. In reality, white-tailed deer probably make
good use of this type in all seasons except winter when conifer canopy becomes a limiting factor.

Forested Upland

Upland types were not evaluated in the original habitat loss assessment for the Albeni Falls
project. The white-tailed deer was used as the target species for the forested upland cover type.
Two distinct forest types could be identified, a dryer site characterized by Douglas fir
(Pseudotsuga menziesii) and Ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa), and a more mesic site
characterized by western redcedar (Thuja plicata). These different upland forest types were
evaluated separately and then combined weighted on their respective total acreage's. The dry
upland forest type provides fair white-tailed deer habitat and HEP analysis resulted in an overall
HSI of 0.520. The wetter upland forest type provides poor white-tailed deer habitat and the HEP
analysis resulted in an overall HSI of 0.28. Relatively low security as a result of easy road access
was a limiting factor for both the dry and wet forest type. There are no management options to
reduce road density available at this time. The dry forest type was most limited by its relatively
open conifer canopy (V2=0.25) in contrast to the wet type (V2=0.5). However, not surprisingly it
returned better overall forage values (HSI Food=0.748) then the wet type with its denser canopy
(HSI Food=0.28). Functionally, these two forest stands are in close proximity to one another and
their relative strengths and weaknesses compliment each other to meet overall deer habitat needs.

Herbaceous Upland

Upland types were not evaluated in the original habitat loss assessment for the Albeni Falls
project. The herbaceous upland cover type is providing optimal (overall HSI=1.0) western
meadowlark habitat. All model variables, percent herbaceous plant cover (V1), percent
herbaceous cover composed of grasses (V2), mean height of herbaceous cover (V3), distance to
perch sites (V4), and percent shrub cover (V5) were optimal (HSI=1.0). Meadowlark habitat
quality begins to decline when shrub cover exceeds 10%. Periodic prescribed fire would likely
benefit western meadowlark by controlling shrubs and rejuvenating grass stands through the
removal of accumulated dead matter and the release of nutrients to the site.
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Bald Eagle Overview:

This model recognizes that proximity to prey base, quality of prey base, quality of nesting and
perching habitat and amount of human disturbances are the most important components
determining the quality of breeding and wintering bald eagle habitat.

V1 Food Requirements

Good: Abundant prey base (ungulate carrion, fish of several species, waterfowl, and small
mammals) available throughout the year within three miles of potential nest/perch site. SI
value = 1.0

Moderate: Moderate prey availability within three miles of potential nest/perch site. Water
sometimes frozen over early in the nesting period, but some ungulate carrion available
during that time. Alternative food sources may be within five miles of the nest or perch. SI
value = 0.8

Fair: Minimal prey base within five miles of potential nest/perch site. Water frozen over late
into the nesting cycle without alternative food sources. SI value = 0.3

Poor: Insufficient prey base to sustain eagles. SI value =0.0

V2 Nest/Perch Structure

Best: Old growth spruce, Douglas fir, or ponderosa pine in coniferous areas; old growth
cottonwood in deciduous stands; stands dense and continuous and exceeding 10 acres in
size. SI value = 1.0

Good: Scattered old growth trees in stands of moderate (mature) aged trees as above
exceeding 10 acres in size. SI value = 0.9

Bald Eagle HSI Model

0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

1

Food Availability
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Fair: Scattered old growth trees, as above, in open areas (without screening from younger
aged trees). SI value = 0.6

Poor: Dominant trees available are old growth lodgepole pine in coniferous areas or aspen in
deciduous stands. SI value = 0.4

Minimal: Potential nest or perch structures are shrubs or young trees, no screening present. SI
value = 0.0

0
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0.3
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0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

1

Nest/ Perch Structure Availability

V3 Distance to Water Body with Sufficient Prey Availability

0
0.1
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0.4
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+

Distance to Water (kilometers)
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V4 Human Activity Level

Good: Natural vegetation dominates area; no permanent developments or human structures;
no human activity within the area during the nesting period. SI value = 1.0

Moderate: Area of farming ground or pasture surrounds site; occasional use of area by
predictable humans such as a farmer or stockman; human activity occurs late in the eagle
nesting cycle. SI value = 0.9

Fair: Dispersed recreation campsites or trails, or occasionally used boat docks within vicinity
of potential nest or perch site; activity occurs during brooding period only. SI value = 0.4

Poor: Developed sites, e.g., campgrounds, boat launches, etc., within vicinity of potential nest
or perch site; heavy human use of area during incubation period.

    SI value=0.0

Bald Eagle HSI Equations:

Wintering HSI= [(V1) 2 x V2] 1/3

Breeding HSI:

Food X1= V1

Reproductive X2= (V2 x V3 x V4) 1/3

Breeding Bald Eagle HSI= Lowest Xn

0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

1

Human Activity Level
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V3 Number of Snags 10-25cm/Acre

Black-capped Chickadee HSI Equations:

Food X1= (V1 x V2)1/2

Reproduction X2= V3

Black-capped Chickadee HSI= Lowest Xn

0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

1

Snags/ Acre



Canada Goose Overview:

This model recognizes that
accessibility and quality of
the quality of Canada goos

V1 Island Nesting Ha

Good:  Stable islands p
of islands 4-16" high

Fair:  Stable islands pr
   <4" or >16" in height

0.7
Poor:  No stable island

miles from area.  SI v

V2 Shoreline Nesting 

Good:  Portions of cov
within 50 m of shore
SI value = 0.5

Fair:  Portions of shore
wetland buffer within
habitat 1-2 miles awa

Poor:  No shoreline co
to absent; or brood ha

V3 Brood Rearing Ha

Good:  Brood pasture e
vegetation <4" tall; a
of nesting habitat.  SI

      Fair:  Less than above
nesting habitat.  SI va

Poor:  Little or no broo
SI value between 0.0

Canada Goose HSI = ((V1 
Canada Goose HSI Model
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 the presence of islands, the quality of shoreline habitat, and the
 brood-rearing habitat are the most important components determining
e breeding habitat.

bitat

resent; relatively high shoreline/area ratio; ground cover on portions
; brood habitat within 1 mile of area.  SI value between 0.8 and 1.0
esent; relatively low shoreline/area ratio; or cover on islands
; or brood habitat within 1-2 miles of area.  SI value between 0.5 and

s present; or islands with limited or no cover; or brood habitat 0.2
alue between 0.0 and 0.4

Habitat

er within 10 m of water; ground cover 4-16" high; wetland buffer
line, may include sloughs of open water; brood habitat within 1 mile.

line cover within 10 m of water; ground cover 4-16" high; adjacent
 50 m of shoreline (does not include open water wetlands); or brood
y.  SI value between 0.3 and 0.4
ver or shoreline cover >16" and/or very dense; or wetland buffer <50 m
bitat >2 miles away.  SI value between 0.0 and 0.2

bitat

asily accessible from main water body; foraging zones common;
verage >1 acre in size; open water wetlands are present; within 1 mile
 value between 0.7 and 1.0
 and/or no open water wetlands; or area is 1-2 miles from
lue between 0.4 and 0.6
ding area; or area is >2 miles from nesting habitat.

 and 0.3

Canada Goose HSI Equation:

or V2) +V3) / 2
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Mallard Overview:

d non-forested wetland habitat required the use of different HSI
uality of these structurally distinct cover types.  Both models
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V3 Distance to Water

V4 Percent Tree Canopy Closure
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V5 Size of Water Body

V6 Ratio of Emergent Vegetation to Open Water

V7 Visual Obstruction for Reproduction

Mallard nesting success is the highest in cover with the greatest height-density of residual
vegetation (i.e., concealed from all directions).   See Robel et al. (1970) for explanation of
visual obstruction technique.   Reproduction Value is a function of the height and density of
nesting cover (residual vegetation).
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Mallard Forested Wetland HSI Equations:

Cover X1= (V4 x V6)1/2

Reproductive X2= (V1 x V2)1/2

Water Interspersion X3= (V3 x V5)1/2

Mallard Forested Wetland HSI= lowest  Xn

Mallard Non-forested Wetland HSI Equations:

Cover X1= V6

Reproduction X2= (V1 x V2) 1/2

Water Interspersion X3 = (V3 x V5)1/2

VOR Reproduction X4 = V7

Mallard Non-forested Wetland HSI= lowest  Xn
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Muskrat Overview:

Year-round habitat requir
that provide herbaceous v
fluctuations in water level
emergent vegetation, or b
wetlands with permanent
that food and cover are in
measures of vegetative ab
aggregated to reflect habit
cover requirements. The r
when adequate water, foo

V1 Percent Canopy 

V2 Percent of Year w
Muskrat HSI Model
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ements of the muskrat can be fulfilled within wetland habitat
egetation and permanent surface water with minor
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oth, have less potential as year-round muskrat habitat than
 water and an abundance of emergent vegetation. It is assumed
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eproductive requirements of the species are assumed met
d, and cover conditions are present.
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V8 Percent of Emergent Herbaceous Vegetation of Preferred Types

Preferred types may include Olney bulrush, common three-square bulrush, or cattail.

Muskrat HSI Equations:

Cover X1= (V1 x V2) 1/2

Food X2= (V1 x V8) 1/2

Muskrat HSI= lowest Xn
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Western Meadowlark Overview:

lark HSI model considers the ability of the habitat to meet cover, food and
f the Western Meadowlark as an indication of the overall habitat suitability.
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V3 Average Height of Herbaceous Canopy

V4 Distance to Perch Sites
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V5 Percent Shrub Canopy Cover

Western Meadowlark HSI Equation:

Western Meadowlark HSI= (V1 x V2 x V3 x V4) 1/2 x V5
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White-tailed Deer Overview:

ed to evaluate year-round white-tailed deer habitat.   Prolonged/deep snow
 reduce the over-all HSI rating and in some cases may render the area
er periods.   Model users must consider local conditions when applying
l considers both cover and food when assigning an HSI value.

izontal Concealment

ptimum conditions if 70% of a standing adult deer is obscured from view
er pole is used to estimate horizontal foliage and concealment of an adult
d from a distance of 15m (50ft.).

ifer Canopy Cover

er (thermal cover) is used by deer to help maintain/regulate body
inter and hot summer periods and is considered optimum if canopy closure
hermal cover provided by conifers is weighted twice as valuable as

s model.  Unlike deciduous vegetation, evergreen tree species provide
ion during severe winters.
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V3 Percent Canopy Cover of Shrubs and Trees >1.5 m Tall

Small evergreen trees and shrubs are used by deer for thermal cover on winter range.  The
thermal cover requirements of deer on summer and spring-fall ranges include
evergreen/deciduous saplings or shrubs at least 1.5m (5ft) tall with >75% canopy closure.
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V4 Width of Cover

Width of cover between openings or fields within a study area is considered optimum if the
cover is greater than 410 feet wide.

V5 Density of Roads Open to the Public per Square Mile

The presence of open roads adversely influences habitat use.  Dense cover adjacent to roads may
offset the impacts, by screening deer from view.  Managers should evaluate road density impacts
on winter ranges with greater care than on summer ranges and adjust graph values accordingly.
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V6 Percent Preferred Shrub Canopy Cover < 1.5m Tall

Preferred shrubs include: ceanothus, willow sp., serviceberry, chokecherry, red-osier dogwood,
maple, kinnikinnick, pachistima, ninebark, oceanspray, alder mock orange, elderberry,
thimbleberry, and Menziesia.

V7 Preferred Shrub/ Tree Composition

This Variable describes the type of browse in the area. If the area contains preferred forage
species, then it receives a high rating.  Shrub/ tree composition groupings are described below:

Group A: Western red cedar, ceanothus, willow, serviceberry, chokecherry, red-osier
dogwood, maple, kinnikinnick, pachistima, and Oregon grape.

Group B: Cottonwood, snowberry, aspen, ponderosa pine grand fir hawthorne, spirea, and
white pine.

Group C: Ninebark, oceanspray, alder, blackberry, mock orange, lodgepole pine, elderberry,
Mensiesia, bitterbrush, sagebrush, and western larch.
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V8 Shrub Browse Diversity

This variable describes shrub browse diversity.  Consider only shrub species when determining
the HSI for this variable.   A single shrub species must contain at least 10% of the preferred (see
V7) shrub canopy closure to be counted within this grouping.   Managers should, however,
consider the relative importance of each shrub species prior to exclusion.  Trace amounts of
some shrub species may be extremely important to local deer populations.

Shrub Diversity Classes: A= 3+ species, B= 2 species, C= 1 species

White-tailed Deer HSI Equations:

Cover X1= (V1 x ((2V2+ V3)/3) x V4 x V5) 1/4

Food X2= [V6 ((V7+V8)/2)] 1/2

White-tailed Deer HSI= lowest Xn
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Yellow Warbler Overview
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:
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 will provide marginal suitability. Shrub densities between 60 and
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V3        Percent of Deciduous Shrub Canopy Comprised of Hydrophytic Shrubs

Yellow Warbler HSI Equation:

Yellow Warbler HSI= (V1 x V2 x V3) 1/3
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APPENDIX B

Pend Oreille WMA Personnel Costs Detail
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  Personnel Costsab

Wildlife Technician - 12 months
Salary - 2080 hrs x $14.53/hour        $30,222
Benefits - $28,225.00 x 0.3764   $11,375
Subtotal $41,597

Regional Wildlife Biologist - 4 months
Salary - 694 hrs x $21.57/hr $14,970
Benefits - $14,060 x 0.3332 $  4,988
Subtotal $19,958

Salary and Benefits Total $61,555

Overhead - Personnel cost X 0.28 $17,235

TOTAL $78,790

a  Personnel costs are an umbrella cost shared by all the Pend Oreille WMA mitigation parcels.
b Personnel costs shown are calculated for FY2002. Personnel costs for FY2003 through FY2006 will be
adjusted annually to reflect a 3% cost of living salary increase each year.
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